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Exchange traded funds track
fortunes of platinum-group metals
Large volumes of palladium ETF sales point to yet-to-be defined industry development
PRECIOUS metal Exchange Traded Funds
(ETFs) have evolved a long way from being the new kids on the metals investment
scene. Today ETFs act as a market barometer for underlying investor demand and
a potential window into the future metal
demand and prices.
So while, historically, precious metals
were considered a relatively opaque commodity sector, the advent of ETFs has provided a viewable indicator of the underlying price and volume demand.
“ETFs are used to track and predict
broader industry changes and developments, especially in the gold, platinum,
palladium and rhodium industries,”
Standard Bank head CIB Wealth Johann
Erasmus.
Using ETFs as a barometer to better
understand, for example, the platinumgroup metals (PGM) sector has worked extremely well, “up till now,” adds Erasmus.
Currently, the US dollar price of gold,
platinum, palladium and rhodium are rising. As expected, trading volumes of gold,
platinum and rhodium ETF’s are slowly increasing in line with the price increase as
investors become more active in executing their views for the underlying metals
future price movements.

The demand for palladium is expected to increase
The volume movement of gold ETFs,
mirror the yellow metals’ traditional status
as a safe haven. Unsurprisingly, current
high pricings and strong growth of gold
ETFs correctly reflect both the insecurity
and unpredictability gripping developed
markets in the wake of Trump’s election
and Brexit.
The outlier, however, is palladium.
Despite the USD palladium price being
near two year highs, the mass sell-off of

palladium ETFs by investors is bucking the
trend. Initially South African institutional
investors sold some holdings in the last
quarter of 2016 – repeated, a couple of
months later, by European institutional investors sell-off of palladium ETFs early in
2017 – which provides pause for thought.
Unanswered questions abound.
“While the high prices of palladium in
ZAR, GBP and EUR could account for some
of the sell-off, when one considers that
the volume of ETFs sold by institutional investors accounted for almost half the total
volume of palladium ounces held in ETFs,
profit taking might not be the only explanation,” says Erasmus.
An alternative explanation for the
broad sell-off of palladium ETFs by South
African institutional investors, arguably,
could be attributed to institutional investors rotating some funds into general
commodities stocks, currently perceived
as good value in a rising market. This does
not, however, explain why European institutional investors would do the same
– three months later. “Dollar palladium
values are increasing, and any adjustment
in US interest rates, making US equities a
more attractive bet, is only likely in March
– if at all in 2017,” says Erasmus.

Furthermore, the demand for palladium is expected to increase, should the
United States economy enter a period of
strong growth, now might not be the right
time to be unloading palladium ETFs in
such large volumes.
Finally, since the autocatalytic industry
can substitute rhodium for some palladium, sustained higher palladium prices
have, to some extent, seen a slight uptick
in rhodium prices, and a small rotation
into rhodium ETFs. Again, however, “this
does not explain the huge sell-off of palladium ETFs,” says Erasmus.
“The fact that this anomaly is so puzzling reflects the extent to which analysts
view ETF pricing and volume movements
as the bellwether of broader industry
trends, especially amongst PGMs,” says
Erasmus, who expects to observe the explanation for palladium’s outlier status
over the short term.
The efficacy of PGM and gold ETFs in
predicting and explaining broader industry and economic trends aside, “ETFs remain one of the best, and safest, vehicles
for investors to participate in the PGM and
gold market - without the risk, expense,
time costs and legal hurdles of holding
and trading physical metal,” says Erasmus.

Chartilon Engineering offers specialist
engineering and construction services

Chartilon Engineering has qualified fitters, boilermakers, welders and electricians for short and long term contracts.
CHARTILON Agencies (Pvt) Ltd t/a skills. At Chartilon Engineering only
Chartilon Engineering was incorpo- apprentice trained and approprirated in 1998. The workshop is lo- ately qualified and experienced arcated at 17047 Calton Road in the tisans are used to carry out these
specialised jobs.
Graniteside industrial area.
Highly qualified and trained engiServices
• Open grids fabrication – Steel neers are on hand to take care of all
grids/mentis
grating/wecrolok design issues. Our motto is quality
used for drain covers, platforms at source.
This prevents a lot of re-works
and mezzanine floors
• Steel Fabrication
-Fabrication which are both costly to rectify and
of tanks, ducts, conveyor rollers, all an unnecessary inconvenience to
our customers.
steel structures
• Thermal insulation
- Hot and The company also places a lot of
cold insulation of boilers, pipes, emphasis on safety, health and environment (SHE) issues.
tanks etc
Clientele base
• Scaffolding hire : Supply and erection of scaffolding frames for safe • Mines
• Factories
work at height
• Artisan hire: Qualified artisans • Hospitals
like fitters, welders, boilermakers • Service stations
• Schools / colleges
etc for long and short contracts
• Construction services: New build- • Government departments
ing construction and general build- • Estate agents
•Private properties
ing renovations.
Each of these services is special- Now you can afford sound engiised and hence requires specialist neering solutions!
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